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Abstract: Allotment gardens have played a significant role in Czech and Slovak society for decades, building upon a rich history of gardening. This article elaborates on Czech and Slovak allotments in the European context and identifies their core functions, services, and benefits. We provide a thorough historical review of allotments in this region, reaching back to the eighteenth century to trace significant periods and historic events that shaped society in general and urban gardening in particular. We analyze the development of allotments until and after 1989 and illustrate key aspects of their present situation using case studies and examples. The article provides a complex historical narrative as a good basis for discussions on contemporary trends, challenges, and visions for the future of urban allotment gardening in both countries.
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Historically, one of the most important and widespread forms of urban gardening is allotment gardening. This form of urban gardening has had a long tradition in all Central and Eastern European countries and is the main object of research presented in this article. The term “allotments” or “allotment gardens” derives from British usage of a parcel of land being “allotted” to someone for his/her use. An allotment is an equipped plot, distinct from a personal garden, used by an individual person or a group of people for noncommercial cultivation of fruit, vegetables and ornamental plants, and recreational purposes. Allotments may be managed by local authorities, private or public bodies, or by an allotment garden association (Keshavarz and Bell 2016; Simon-Rojo et al. 2016). Urban gardening in its various spatial forms has multiple functions and provides many services for the urban environment and urban residents (Duží et al. 2017). In contemporary academic practice, urban gardening is considered a part of urban green infrastructure (Timpe et al. 2016; Tóth and Timpe 2017), which provides important ecosystem services and benefits for urban residents, such as water absorption, air...
cooling, and space for wildlife (Cameron et al. 2012). Urban gardening may also lower greenhouse gas emissions from food consumption through own food production.

Research suggests that allotments can contribute to food production, environmental improvement, ecological biodiversity, social interaction and inclusion through place-making, and green infrastructure in urban environments (Arosemena 2012; Paradis et al. 2016; Pawlikowska-Piechotka 2012; Timpe et al. 2016; Koopmans et al. 2017). The focus on psychological, social, and economic aspects of urban gardening highlights the positive physical and psychological impacts of this outdoor activity (Clayton 2007; Domene and Saurí 2007; Gray et al. 2014; Kiesling and Manning 2010). This includes a positive impact on human health and well-being (Keshavarz and Bell 2016), which is also connected to the production of one’s own healthy and fresh food (Domene and Saurí 2007; Gray et al. 2014; Smith and Jehlička 2013). Gardening is most often characterized as a hobby and leisure activity (Clarke et al. 2000; Smith and Jehlička 2013), which has significance in terms of tradition, familiarity, and lifestyle (Brown et al. 1998; Kortright and Wakefield 2011; Larder et al. 2014). There is an ongoing debate about the significance of economic motivation of gardeners. Some authors claim that the economic motivation has had some relevance (Gray et al. 2014; Schupp and Sharp 2012), especially in societies undergoing a postcommunist transition period (Rose and Tikhomirov 1993). However, allotment gardening is not primarily an activity of low-income groups (Clarke et al. 2000; Jehlička et al. 2012; Seeth et al. 1998; Teitelbaum and Beckley 2006), as hobby and leisure motives seem to be more important.

The social aspect of gardening is also very important, observable in the strengthening of interpersonal connections through food sharing (Domene and Saurí 2007; Gray et al. 2014; Smith and Jehlička 2013), the perception of gardening as an important point of social life (Torsello 2005), and the improvement of community feeling through successful home gardening programs (Gray et al. 2014). More recently, there has been an increasing global trend in reclaiming urban space (Caputo et al. 2016), in the form of squat farms (Tóth and Feriancová 2014), guerrilla gardens, or pop-up gardens located in public open spaces. Some authors interpret gardening as a means of resistance and empowerment, for instance, in the case of US community gardens (Taylor and Lovell 2013), while others emphasize the aspect of food sovereignty (Larder et al. 2014; Tóth et al. 2016). However, these aspects are not so significant in the Central European context (Duží et al. 2014).
When taking a closer look at current debates on urban agriculture in Europe, we conclude that the rich knowledge base of postcommunist societies in Central and Eastern Europe is neither well researched nor utilized. These regions tend to be on the periphery of research, despite their historically strong allotment cultures, which inspired the main research question of this article: What does research into allotment gardening in the Czech and Slovak contexts add to the existing knowledge at the European level? Thus, the aim of this article is to extend the state of the art in European urban gardening by providing an in-depth, descriptive account of historical and recent developments of allotment gardening in the Czech Republic and Slovakia as representative samples of Central European postcommunist societies. Allotment gardening has a widespread presence in these two countries. Nevertheless, it is important to note that it is a minority practice. For instance, in the Czech Republic, only 11 percent of people who grow food in their households (40 percent of the overall population) do so in allotments, while the majority (71 percent) grows food in the garden by the house in which they permanently live.

In order to answer the research question, this article elaborates on the historical and recent development of urban gardening in Czech and Slovak contexts under different social systems and takes a close look at its position and role in contemporary postcommunist societies of the early twenty-first century. We analyze the main factors that have affected the position of allotment gardens in cities, with a particular focus on the situation before and after 1989; the conditions, features, and main drivers of the transition process; and contemporary challenges to urban gardening in the Czech Republic and Slovakia.

Allotment Gardening in Central Europe

The initiative of establishing allotment gardens in the former Austro-Hungarian Empire and later in Czechoslovakia followed the European allotment model, which dated to the Industrial Revolution. The intentional establishment of allotments responded to the migration into urban areas in this period, as well as to the poor living conditions of industrial workers. Allotments were supposed not only to improve dietary conditions and food security of workers, but also to provide space for the socially desirable activity of gardening, which was also meant to help minimize the risk of social unrest. One of the iconic champions of European allotments was the German medical doctor Moritz Schreber
from Leipzig (1808–1861), whose name has been used as a synonym of allotment gardens (Schrebergärten) in various Central European countries (Benčat’ et al. 1997; Gibas et al. 2013).

Nazila Keshavarz and Simon Bell (2016) categorize allotments historically according to the economic, social, and political factors that influenced their establishment, development, or decline: (1) the era of industrialization, urbanization, and pioneer countries in urban gardening (1700–1910); (2) the period of world wars (including the pre-, inter- and postwar periods) and the Great Depression (1911–1950); (3) the postwar decline (1951–1972); and (4) revival of urban gardens (1973–present). Such generalization, of course, overlooks some differences that can be found within the periods and between experiences of individual countries. There may have been, for example, some increase in the popularity of urban gardens in Eastern Europe due to economic problems after the collapse of the Soviet Union (Rose and Tikhomirov 1993). However, as our article shows, the 1990s in Central and Eastern Europe brought about a decline in allotments due to a variety of reasons. The revival trend appeared relatively recently (at least a revival of demand for allotments). Quite a different type of allotment revival can be seen in Southern European countries, which were significantly affected by the economic recession after 2008 (see Simon-Rojo et al., this issue). In Spain, Greece, and Portugal, the economic motivation for urban food production was accompanied by ideas of community resilience and anticapitalism.

Research Context, Materials, and Methodology

The Czech Republic and Slovakia, with an interwoven long-term common history, offer an interesting and challenging case for a comparative analysis. This article analyzes the dynamic changes that have occurred in postcommunist countries through the prism of allotment gardens. Czechoslovakia, under the communist regime, was characterized by systematic management, central planning, and functional allocation within the urban structure. More recently, allotment gardening has become much more embedded in the Czech and Slovak civil society. Adopting a sociohistorical approach, the article reaches back to former Czechoslovakia and beyond, focusing on the period of establishment since the nineteenth century to the breakdown of the socialist regime in 1989. We further elaborate on the development of
allotments during the postcommunist and postdivision period of former Czechoslovakia until the present day.¹

Our methods consist of literature review, including scientific articles, books, master plans, annual reports, statistical publications, professional magazines, and news articles. The literature review has been supported by applied field research in selected allotment gardens in Ostrava, Brno, Uherské Hradiště, and Karlovy Vary (Czech Republic, hereafter CZ) and Žilina, Nitra, Nové Zámky, Poprad, Spišská Nová Ves, Svit, Kežmarok, and Banská Bystrica (Slovakia, hereafter SK). The field research included visual observation of allotments (their overall and inner structure, architecture, diverse uses and their proportion, as well as the assortment of produced crops), and interviews and discussions with local stakeholders (representatives of the national gardeners’ unions, their local, district, and regional branches, and users/gardeners).

Historical Development of Allotment Gardening in the Czech Republic and Slovakia

This section elaborates on the genesis and historical development of allotment gardening in the Czech Republic and Slovakia (historically part of Austria-Hungary until 1918 and later part of Czechoslovakia until 1989), with a particular focus on the main societal circumstances and key milestones that have affected this development.

The Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries: The First Fruits of Organized Gardening and Associational Life

Massive industrialization and urbanization caused migration of rural inhabitants into cities, which at the same time brought the need for continuation of the rural lifestyle, mainly in the form of urban gardening. Professional publications promoted the development and dissemination of horticulture and fruit growing. One of the oldest preserved is a horticultural and pomological manuscript from the seventeenth century, which was followed by a series of other important publications on agriculture, horticulture, gardening, grafting, fruit tree growing, and dendrology from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The first attempts to organize interest groups dealing with gardening, pomology, and horticulture in rural and urban areas into self-governing
associations date back to the eighteenth century (Šimek 2005). These interest associations were supported by the Austro-Hungarian Empire.

The first allotment sites were set up at the end of the nineteenth century by businessmen and industrialists as social projects for poor newcomers to cities from rural areas. The German-speaking population living in the Czech lands and Slovakia played a very significant role in importing and adopting the concept of allotments, which originated in what is today Germany. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, several horticultural, mainly fruit-growing associations were established, and in the early twentieth century, some fruit-growing associations had started publishing professional horticultural journals for fruit growers.

The Early Twentieth Century and the Interwar Period: The Flowering of Civil Societies and Gardening Associations

The foundation of the first allotment gardens in former Czechoslovakia had mainly social objectives, as civic society was rapidly increasing. A significant contribution to the establishment of new allotments was the Central Union of Associations for Establishment of Allotment Gardens, founded in 1917. Its role was to support the establishment of new allotment gardens and various beautification and civic associations, including those dealing with gardening, pomology, and horticulture, in Bohemia, Moravia, and Slovakia. Allotment gardens subsequently developed in towns and cities—especially workers’ gardens on municipal land, such as Ořechovka in Prague in 1926. Their importance increased dramatically in times of food shortage during economic crisis or the war period, when the so-called war gardens or emergency gardens were established. In the 1920s, national fruit-growing societies were established, which associated fruit growers and educated them through publishing professional journals. Later, World War II brought about a strong pressure for the unification of these diverse associations, while their activities were often limited.

After 1948: Gardening as a Tool of the Communist Regime Influenced by Centrally Planned Development

The postwar period and the new political regime brought about continuous attempts to unify diverse hobby associations, in order to include them in the political framework of the National Front (an umbrella organization of political parties ruled by the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, with the participation of other social organizations)
and to set up systematic top-down organizational structures and rules. In this period, common facilities such as clubs, rooms for fruit pressing and jam cooking, distilleries, warehouses, and cellars were built on fallow land. Diverse common public actions were organized such as exhibitions and competitions, and educational events for young people. In the 1950s, several agricultural organizations and gardening unions were disbanded and replaced by a united organization named the Czechoslovak Union of Gardeners and Fruit Growers (established in 1957), which set up a common legal framework with a controlled organizational structure, including membership rights and obligations. This resulted in the strengthening of economic activities and the position of gardeners and their products on the socialist market by selling surpluses and supplying the state with scarce horticultural commodities. The first guidelines for allotment gardens in Slovakia were approved by the Slovak Association of Gardeners and Fruit Growers in 1957. Public awareness of gardening was raised through the professional magazine Zahrádkář (Gardener), which was founded in 1969 and was published monthly.

Since the 1960s, allotments were included in local master plans and expanded as a reflection of industrial, urban, and agricultural development in former Czechoslovakia. One of the determining criteria for this development was collective land ownership (state or cooperative), a key component of communist economic policy. This was accompanied by the attempt to set up demonstrative samples and to establish allotment gardens according to urban plans, such as Jenerálka in Prague, Zlatá hvězda (Golden Star) in Hradec Králové (both CZ), Cengelka: Garden Colony of the 20th Anniversary of the Slovak National Uprising in Myjava, and model allotments in the Agrokomplex Agricultural Exhibition Grounds, Nitra (both SK). Allotments were established according to specific urban plans and design models (Dekánek 1971), which was in line with the regulated planning system (Figure 1).

The Department of Agriculture, Forestry, and Water Management of the responsible district committee decided upon the establishment of allotment gardens based on the approved master plan. The basic land unit for horticultural allotments had an area of four hundred square meters (in major cities three hundred square meters), while animal-breeding allotments had an area of six hundred square meters. The land was rented to its users for a period of 10 to 90 years, according to the garden type (temporary or permanent). In permanent gardens, it was possible to build cottages of an area up to 16 square meters without the need to apply for a building permit. There was only a reporting
obligation to the responsible construction authority. On temporary allotments, cottages with fixed foundations in the ground were not permitted, only prefabricated or portable. In permanent allotment gardens situated on hillside landscapes, diverse landscaping interventions were carried out in order to serve protective or functional purposes (Central Slovak Regional National Committee, Department of Territorial Planning 1988).

Allotment regulations under socialism were relatively flexible, and the regime was relatively supportive and protective of allotment gardening in a systematic, top-down way. A relatively favorable legislative environment, collective land ownership, and an organized management structure through national gardeners’ associations motivated urban residents to participate in the establishment of allotments, which were socially and economically highly valuable. Twenty-four model gardens were designed by specialized design offices for allotments in diverse geographical conditions—lowland, submontane, and montane areas. Based on these, 12 model gardens were established in the exhibition grounds of the Agrokomplex (Nitra, SK), in order to inspire and educate visitors to the annual international agricultural and horticultural exhibitions. Organizers sought to present diverse types of allotments suitable for different functions, different land tenures, and different ecological contexts (Benčat’ et al. 1997; Bihuňová 2015).

Figure 1 ■ Planning and design of allotments in the 1970s.
Urban plans and design models of allotments giving general directions on the situation plan of allotment gardens (A), the planting design of a 400-square-meter allotment (B), and evaluating sketches of cottage architecture, criticizing the chaotic layout of very different cottages (C) and approving a unified architectural design (D), which ought to create a “pleasant and aesthetically satisfactory environment without eccentricities.”

**After 1975: Empowerment of Allotments and Their Organized Development**

In 1975, the government Resolution on the Integration of Allotments into the Urban Planning Process required municipalities to include land for allotments in their master plans. Land use planning became a strong tool of social and economic development in the centrally planned economy, stipulated in the federal law within Act No. 50/1975. This legislation specified territories and localities, especially in urban settlements with more than 10,000 residents, for building and developing allotments. It defined the regulations and criteria for the selection of these areas, which still apply today with only minor additions and changes. These regulations prohibit establishment of allotments on marshlands, in areas threatened by flooding and landslides, on slopes of more than 20 degrees, in territories under nature and landscape protection, in buffer zones of water resources, and in territories with a cultural and historical value threatened by the potential risk of visual and aesthetic degradation.

Subsequently, in 1977, the Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Nutrition issued the Decree on the Allocation of Agricultural Land Unsuitable for Mass Production, for the establishment of permanent or temporary allotment gardens. This decree enabled state subsidies for land reclamation and soil improvement, supported by the fund for agricultural land cultivation. Furthermore, the so-called Z Actions (voluntary work by residents) were organized, which resulted in a significant development of allotments. Thus, allotments got new land for gardening purposes, though on not very fertile and cultivable soils, such as loading dumps, hilly and stony land, excavated pits, and land along railways or in industrial zones (Table 1). Gardeners got the possibility to receive state subsidies designated for reclamation of land for gardening purposes. They transformed former infertile land into productive land and contributed to further improvements through participation in the Z Actions.

Within the union, gardeners specialized in diverse horticultural branches and established a range of specialized organizations, such as alpine gardeners, cactus growers, herb growers, perennial growers, citrus growers, and others. All these aspects supported the massive and well-planned establishment and development of new allotment gardens, in the form of permanent or temporary use of rented state land. Interestingly, during the 1970s and 1980s, when the communist regime applied various methods of repression to choke any kind of
rising democratic tendencies, gardening also served as a psychological compensation. For instance, in Spišská Nová Ves, Kežmarok, and Poprad (SK), allotments were established by state enterprises for their workers and were not registered with the national union of gardeners. Thus, some urban inhabitants found escape either to the countryside as a second living (cottages), or to allotments in the urban environment.

### After 1989: The Period of Transition and Breakup

This period started with the breakup of the communist regime, which caused some radical changes in the position of allotment gardening in cities and urban planning. Land ownership took on more significance than users’ rights, and land under allotment cultivation has been returned to its original owners in the process of restitution. In this period, several attempts have been made to protect land devoted to gardening. In 1990, the Federal Congress adopted a resolution that the Czechoslovak Union of Gardeners and Fruit Growers will stand up for democratic change in the society and for the decentralization process in the union while adjusting to new conditions, continuation of professional and education activities, and protection of gardeners’ rights and interests in the process of land ownership transitions.

In 1991, land law was amended within the Act No. 229/1991 on Altering the Ownership of Land and Other Agricultural Property, governing the conversion of land rights, including allotment gardens, from collective to municipal or private ownership. Allotment users became temporal tenants of their gardens, since the status of permanent land use by the gardners’ union was ended. After long-term negotiations, the aim to protect allotments finally succeeded and conditions have been set up to solve ownership relations with new landowners and to

---

**Table 1**: Total Area of Allotment Gardens in Slovakia from 1979 to 1990.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total land of allotment gardens in Slovakia (km²)</td>
<td>17.503</td>
<td>19.585</td>
<td>23.995</td>
<td>31.812</td>
<td>36.849</td>
<td>55.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total area of allotment gardens was continuously expanding in the second half of the twentieth century. Sources: Benčat’ et al. 1997; Slovak Association of Gardeners 2012.
integrate allotments into urban development. In clear land ownership situations, individual members got permission to buy the land from the State Land Fund. In 1993, the breakup of Czechoslovakia followed, and the positions of the two independent countries have slightly diverged. Slovakia has strengthened the legislative position of allotments since the National Council of the Slovak Republic adopted Act. No. 64/1997 on the use of land in established allotments and on the settlement of their ownership relations (NCSR 1997). According to this law, gardeners in legally established allotments may become owners of the land for state-guaranteed prices. These plots have to be redeemed from the original owners or have to undergo restitution (Benčat’ et al. 1997).

The development of allotments in Czechoslovakia had a progressive character until 1989, when it reached a peak with more than 620,000 members of the national gardeners’ union. After the political and social changes in Czechoslovakia in 1989, the number of local associations, their members, and the total area of allotments has been continuously declining (Table 2). In Slovakia, the number of local gardening associations has dropped by 54 percent and the number of their members by 69 percent between 1989 and 2012 (Slovak Association of Gardeners 2012). In the Czech Republic, the total area devoted to gardening registered in the union (allotment gardens and house gardens) has decreased by 63 percent, from 256.7 square kilometers in 1991 to 95.4 square kilometers in 2014 (Czech Union of Allotment and Leisure Gardeners 2016c). However, there are also some exceptions where this decline was less significant. For instance, in Poprad (SK), there is a quite stable membership in the local association. Since the collapse of communism, the number of members decreased only by 12 percent, while there was an overall decrease at the national level by almost 70 percent.

However, these figures consider only the decrease of local associations and their members caused among other reasons by the fact that many family gardeners and several allotment sites have left the union after having bought the land in private ownership. Most of the allotments, for instance, in Poprad, Svit, Spišská Nová Ves, and Brezno (Slovakia), have not disappeared but have only changed their legal form, mainly to citizens’ associations. Therefore, they have not appeared in the membership of the union since then. The decline in members is also attributable to economic factors. For instance, in some households, only some members remained in the union, in order to lower the membership expenses per household. Despite the significant decline in union members and registered allotments, gardeners united within the national union still play a vital and beneficial role for the public in
general. For example, Czech gardeners offered much of their equipment for fruit processing (346 juice makers, 36 distilleries, 41 drying fruit facilities, and 52 fruit jam makers) to the public in 2014. They organized 684 exhibitions, 962 lectures, and 586 events for children in the same year (Czech Union of Allotment and Leisure Gardeners 2016c).

### The Spatial, Economic, and Social Circumstances of the Decline of Urban Allotment Gardens in the Postcommunist Period

Several factors influenced a radical decline of allotment gardening in the postcommunist period. The breakup of the communist regime and its centrally planned economies in Central and Eastern European countries brought about massive, multiple transformation processes on the institutional, social, and spatial level (Sýkora and Bouzarovski 2012). Following vast economic reforms, the market economy replaced the centrally planned economy. This contributed to the breakdown of the planning system, which used to follow administrative indicators and spatial standards, without reference to the market. One of the most

---

**Table 2** Personal and Organizational Development of Gardeners’ Unions between 1960 and 2016.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics/ Period and year</th>
<th>The early years of allotments (data: 1960)</th>
<th>The period of empowerment of allotments (data: 1979)</th>
<th>After the collapse of Communism (data: 1990/91)</th>
<th>Present time (data: 2014–2016)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Members of the union (CZ+SK)</td>
<td>101,735</td>
<td>341,218 †</td>
<td>623,023 †</td>
<td>208,934 ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>95,372</td>
<td>231,541 †</td>
<td>406,909 †</td>
<td>141,727 ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>6,363</td>
<td>109,677 †</td>
<td>216,114 †</td>
<td>67,207 ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local branches of the union (CZ+SK)</td>
<td>1,734</td>
<td>5,341 †</td>
<td>6,975 †</td>
<td>3,869 ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>1,439</td>
<td>3,761 †</td>
<td>4,353 †</td>
<td>2,622 ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>1,580 †</td>
<td>2,660 ↓</td>
<td>1,209 ↓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of local associations and their members in Czechoslovakia was continuously increasing until the collapse of communism in 1989 and has consecutively decreased since then. The table presents all gardeners’ union members, including both allotment gardeners and gardeners in home gardens. Sources: Ambrožová et al. 2011; Czech Union of Allotment and Leisure Gardeners 2016c; Slovak Association of Gardeners 2012.
important aspects of the socialist urban planning system was the fact that it did not matter where the place was located, whether in the inner city or its hinterland; it was assigned the same value and appreciation (Bertaud 2007).

Following the era of massive planning and investments into housing estates in cities due to increased needs for labor force in heavy industries (Nevima and Majerová 2015), a period of significant social and spatial polarisation occurred in cities after 1989 (Mulíček et al. 2016). New market principles of resource allocation stimulated the change in urban planning and design attitudes. The establishment of real estate market and price maps of cities intensified a differentiation of urban structures. The real estate market and development interests have spatially calibrated cities into the economically more attractive parts in the city center, and less attractive parts on the urban periphery. Spatial development processes, such as suburbanization and urban sprawl common in many cities of Western Europe, suddenly appeared in large postcommunist cities in Central and Eastern Europe with an intensity that surprised urban planners (Tafel-Viia et al. 2015).

The number of allotment sites in Prague (CZ) has radically shrunk from 578 in 1997 (Vinterová 1997) to 261 in 2014 (Spilková and Vágner 2016), which means a decrease by 55 percent. Of these, only 45 percent were used for gardening or one-day recreation, 8.4 percent were transformed into second homes, and 12.3 percent into residential dwellings. Parts of the land are still used as private gardens. More than one-third (34 percent) of allotment sites have lost their gardening function due to abandonment, decline, or construction projects (Spilková and Vágner 2016). Allotments have been most frequently transformed into residential and housing estates, such as in Prague, Brno, Uherské Hradiště (CZ), and Bratislava (SK). Other reasons for allotment transformations were the construction of highways (e.g., Highway D47 near Ostrava, CZ), commercial facilities, shopping malls, and warehouses, as in Prague, Brno, Ostrava (CZ), Bratislava, Nitra, Banská Bystrica, and Košice (SK). However, it is not always construction that threatens allotments. There have been efforts in recent years to convert allotment sites Kraví Hora I and II in Brno (more than 500 allotments occupying more than 117,000 square meters in the wider city center since the 1940s) into a public park. This has not happened yet, but the City Master Plan currently under consultation designates the allotments as a future public park (Zahrádkáři Kraví Hora II n.d.; Zahrádkáři Kraví Hora I n.d.). Other allotment sites survived because of their location close to rivers, floodplains, and flood-prone areas where building development is prohibited, as in
the allotment site of Kačinec in Ostrava (CZ) or several allotment sites in Nové Zámky (SK).

Social and economic changes led to the abandonment of many allotments where succession has created novel urban wilderness, such as in Brno (CZ). At the same time, the abandonment of post-industrial sites resulted in brownfields (Bartke et al. 2016; Krzysztofik et al. 2016; Osman et al. 2015) that gave way to novel temporary uses such as community gardening and later to permanent uses such as new housing estates arising as a result of inner-city repopulation processes (Ouršedníček et al. 2015). Indeed, many new community gardens have emerged from bottom-up initiatives, for instance, in Bratislava, Nitra, Banská Bystrica, Zvolen, Košice (SK), Prague, and Brno (CZ). They are much more flexible than conventional allotments and use “empty” spaces or brownfields located close to housing estates, primary schools, or kindergartens (Duží et al. 2014). Their aim is to involve a wider group of users, including socially deprived groups, while creating space for program promotion, labor, and educational activities in relation to schools and youth. Such newly created community gardens or allotments are mostly temporary, as they are usually established on public land designated for future investment plans. Traditional “soil” gardeners perceive community gardens as “starting points” for people with no experience of gardening. During an interview, the chairman of the Czech Union of Allotment and Leisure Gardeners expressed his conviction that once community gardeners get more experienced in gardening, they will not be satisfied only with “some bags” and will want to grow a wider range of agricultural crops in soil, which will lead them to allotments (Kozlík 2016). The phenomena outlined above have led to a socially and economically more polarized urban environment than decades ago. This trend has brought new challenges for urban planning and has raised new issues in contemporary urbanism. New settlements of middle-class residents are now located on the urban boundaries of cities. The urban fringe is characterized by industrial zones, shopping malls, and logistic centers usually established on greenfield sites (Klapka et al. 2013; Kunc et al. 2016). This development has resulted in a massive urban sprawl and a continuous increase in individual car traffic (Halás et al. 2014). From the social point of view, less attractive peripheral belts of older housing estates have transformed into zones of poverty and social exclusion (Sýkora 2013). These spatial changes have had a great impact on location, size, and social status of urban allotments, which have found themselves subject to the pressure of urban development. Some allotment sites on unattractive soils were
deemed “unsuitable for agricultural use,” but their location made them attractive for developers. On the other hand, new vacant places with a potential for gardening have emerged (Bartke et al. 2016).

From the economic point of view, the decline of allotment gardening has been strongly influenced by an increase in global market supply (Klapka et al. 2013; Kunc et al. 2016). Cheap imported horticultural products offered in large supermarket chains caused a considerable decrease in product sales by horticultural societies and allotment associations, which could not compete in price (Teislerová 2006). Due to the absence of collective product marketing, individual transport costs have increased, as have expenditures on seeds, fertilizers, and protective chemistry against diseases and pests. Moreover, climate change has brought about the need for more intensive watering of crops, especially in locations and regions with a low mean annual rainfall, which are more vulnerable to droughts (Tóth et al. 2016).

The social background of the decline is partly attributable to distinct changes in the society, its economic system, and the residents’ lifestyles. The demand for allotments as “substitute” recreational spaces has decreased, since the supply of recreational possibilities has been internationalized and diversified. Another significant challenge is the aging process. Many long-term urban gardeners have already retired, and the interest of the younger population in gardening has been very low since the 1990s, mainly due to job migration and the different lifestyles of younger users, who use allotments mainly for leisure and recreation (Deák 2016).

**Post-2000: Shrinking Allotments, Rising Public Engagement**

The period after 2000 has been a time of great changes in the ownership structures of allotments (Jakubek et al. 2011). From the urban planning point of view, allotments are included in master plans, but mostly allotments feature as zones for individual recreation, which overshadows their traditional food production function. Municipalities are obliged to prepare and approve master plans by 2020. They have to cope with the location and size of urban allotments and label some of them as territorial reserves or zones for land use transformation. Thus, some municipalities, especially in larger cities, strive to reduce the overall size of allotments located on municipal land.

Moreover, the incorporation of allotments into the urban green infrastructure is not a unified process, and some cities, such as Ostrava (CZ), have excluded them from territorial systems of ecological stability
due to their inability to support the migration of animals. Allotments have problems also with gray infrastructure. Their accessibility by public transport causes problems, for instance, in Poprad, Spišská Nová Ves, or Svit (SK) though many allotments are accessible by walking or cycling, as in Nové Zámky or Nitra (SK). Waste management causes problems mainly in allotments that are more distant from the place of users’ residence.

Changes in urban plans have elicited resistance from gardeners, as in Brno in 2007 and 2013, in order to defend endangered allotments close to the inner city (vž 2013). Another example of active gardeners is in Libeňský ostrov in Prague, where members negotiated with the municipality to save endangered allotments (Gibas et al. 2013). In Ostrava (CZ), regional representatives actively negotiated with local representatives concerning the allocation and lease of vacant public land to gardeners, but they did not succeed (Novotný 2016). Thanks to a greater public discussion, gardeners received support from environmentally oriented NGOs (e.g., Arnika in Prague, Veronica in Brno, Slatinka in Zvolen, or Ecopolis in Banská Bystrica), researchers, urban designers, and landscape architects. For example, researcher Petr Gibas organized an exhibition devoted to allotment gardening in Prague’s city hall in 2013. Gardeners have also drawn the attention of newspapers and mass media, which resulted in Czech TV documentaries called Our Czech Nature: The End of Gardeners in Bohemia and Moravia (Teislerová 2006) and Falling Pot: Gardens and Gardeners—Importance of Urban Gardening (Schmidt 2006).

Current allotment land prices in Slovakia are about €10 per square meter. Price depends on soil quality and the location in the urban landscape. Allotments can also be leased from original owners for 3 to 5 percent of the land price, which means approximately €0.5 per square meter per year (Deák 2016). The rental price according to the Act No. 38/2005 is at least 1 percent of the land price (MARDSR 2005). In many cases, the original landowners do not respect the law and offer the land for sale or lease at market prices, which is against the law and is too expensive for mainly retired gardeners. This conflict between the allotment law and the private ownership law causes a stagnating situation and many complications. Landowners usually do not consider long-time investments of gardeners into soil improvement, landscaping, or building constructions on the land throughout the previous 30 or 50 years. The problem of ownership and user relations is still unresolved and legislatively stalled. The Republic Committee of the Slovak Association of Gardeners has therefore established legal advisory services.
In the Czech Republic, the gardening law has been consecutively prepared with the aim to declare gardening as a public beneficiary activity, to delineate overall conditions for allotments, and to support their long-term existence, but it was vetoed by the president in 2009. In 2016, government negotiations were reopened by a parliamentary proposal. However, another law enabled gardeners to buy state land. In 1999, Act No. 95/1999 specified conditions for the transfer of agricultural and forest land from state ownership to other bodies, including allotment gardeners (PCR-CD 1999). This led to the establishment in 2000 of the Office for Government Representation in Property Affairs, which continues to negotiate sales of state facilities or properties to private ownership of gardeners’ associations. Currently, local organizations of the Czech Union of Allotment and Leisure Gardeners as tenants may negotiate with their (state or municipal) owners lease and stable prices for rented lands and have achieved a guaranteed range of price (from €0.22 to €0.41 per square meter, per year).

In recent years, complex property and land ownership issues have started to complicate further the existence and development of allotments. In many cases, former state or fallow land has been sold out, returned to its original owners in the process of restitution, or has ended up in a conflict of interests of various groups, such as developers or real estate speculators. In many allotments, ownership relations remain unresolved because of complications with identification and restitution of original landowners. In Poprad (SK), for instance, 23 of 47 allotment sites still do not have settled ownership relations, and this affects two thousand union members (71 percent). The purchase of land for private ownership brought about several changes in allotments, which is reflected in their appearance and equipment. In the urban peripheries of Brno (CZ) and Spišská Nová Ves (SK), there is a tendency to transform allotments into permanent residences. This causes problems with the legalization of buildings, and residents have to fight for permission for their permanent housing in former allotments (Karasová 2011). Gardeners who own their allotments invest in infrastructure and new cottages. These allotments are often sold to new owners, which leads to a generational exchange. This has also had negative effects, such as breach of rules by building high fences and illegal constructions. In allotments where land ownership is not yet settled, tenants do not invest in their development. In these allotments, recreational pressure is significantly lower and does not tend to cause massive spatial transformations.

The establishment of new organized allotments is not generally supported by municipalities. There are some exceptions to this, such
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Summary of the Main Characteristics and Trends of Urban Allotment Gardening in the Czech Republic and Slovakia Before and After 1989.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Communist period</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trends In Quantity</strong></td>
<td>Increase, especially in 1970s and 1980s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forms of Establishment</strong></td>
<td>Top-down prevails; spatial planning and state/municipality support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forms of Ownership</strong></td>
<td>Rented land (state or municipal); guaranteed long term rent or permission to use the land.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organisation</strong></td>
<td>Strict rules – membership in the Czechoslovak Union of Gardeners; systematic state-wide organization; code of behavior in allotments; common activities and mandatory work (defined number of hours).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size and Accessibility</strong></td>
<td>Standardized and planned allotments; a typical plot had usually 400 m² in average; allotments were fenced off and not accessible to public.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Products and Garden Beds</strong></td>
<td>Soil gardening was predominant; wide range of vegetables, fruits and fruit trees; food self-provisioning and sell of surplus; ornamental flowers and other decorative species.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ways of Gardening</strong></td>
<td>Standard ways of gardening focused on production, including synthetic fertilizers and biocides; Top-down recommendations from the Czechoslovak Union of Gardeners (e.g. in official magazines).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Activities</strong></td>
<td>Many public events throughout the year; exhibitions, lectures, action for children, facilities for gardeners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Post-communist period</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decrease (conversion to other types of land use, private ownership or abandonment).</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mix of top-down and bottom-up; communication of gardeners and municipalities.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Combined – rented and private ownership; various rent periods: indefinite/fixed term (often short); high level of uncertainty in future.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>More democratic conditions; allotment gardens are usually citizens’ associations – may be part of the Czech or Slovak national union of allotment and leisure gardeners; codes of behaviors are individual for allotments; though there is a demand for mandatory work and behavior limits.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Allotments are still mostly fenced off and not accessible to public; pressure for a better permeability.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Soil gardening is most important; new forms: elevated gardens, bags and containers, roof and wall gardens, hydroponics etc.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard ways of gardening still continue but there is a higher diversity and more information; new trends of environmentally friendly gardening.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activities continue, but to a smaller extent.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Synthesis of findings from literature review (Ambrožová et al. 2011; Bihuňová 2015; Central Slovak Regional National Committee, Department of Territorial Planning 1988; Czech Union of Allotment and Leisure Gardeners 2016a, 2016b, 2016c; Dekánek 1971; Demo et al. 2001; Duží et al. 2014; Gibas et al. 2013; Jakubek et al. 2011; Benčat’ et al. 1997; Slovak Association of Gardeners 2012; Spilková and Vágner 2016; Vinterová 1997); field research; interviews (Deák 2016; Kozlík 2016; Novotný 2016); media review (ízi 2012; Kalinová 2013; Schmidt 2006; Teislerová 2006; vž 2013); and legislation review (Act. No. 64/1997 SK; Act No. 95/1999 CZ; Act No. 38/2005 SK).
as Otrokovice (CZ), where the gardeners’ request for additional land was granted by the municipality (izi 2012), or Dobříš near Prague (CZ), where, after seven years of negotiation with the municipality and private owners, an area of almost 10,000 square meters was provided for new gardens (Czech Union of Allotment and Leisure Gardeners 2016a). In Karlovy Vary (CZ), an allotment site had to give way to a sport center and swimming pool, but the municipality compensated the gardeners with spare land for setting up new allotments in the urban periphery (Kalinová 2013). Allotments used by the older generation are strongly oriented toward self-supply through intensive production of fruits and vegetables, while younger users prefer recreation to gardening (Gibas et al. 2013; Zahrádkáři Kraví Hora I n.d.; Zahrádkáři Kraví Hora II n.d.). The Czech Union of Allotment and Leisure Gardeners responds to this tendency by calling for a change in orientation from production toward promotion, counseling, education, and communication with the wider public, especially with young families (Hinterholzinger 2014).

The main changes in allotments after the breakdown of communism in 1989 can be observed in their numerical size, forms of establishment, ownership, organization, size, accessibility, products, garden beds, ways of gardening, and other activities (Table 3).

Conclusions

The aim of this article was to address the question: What does research into allotment gardening in the Czech and Slovak contexts add to the existing knowledge at the European level? We have endeavored to extend the state of the art in European urban agriculture by providing an in-depth, descriptive account of historical and recent developments of allotment gardening in the Czech Republic and Slovakia as representative of Central European postcommunist societies given their common history and the diversity of social systems they have undergone in the nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-first centuries.

We have elaborated on allotment gardening in the context of European and more specifically Central European urban agriculture. The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were periods of importing and adopting the concept of allotments from what is today Germany, as well as the initiation of organized gardening and associational life. The early twentieth century and the interwar period was characterized by a flowering of civil societies and gardening associations. In the period after 1948, gardening was largely a strategic tool of the communist
regime and was influenced by the centrally planned development model. Despite the common preconception, allotment regulations were relatively flexible under socialism, and the regime was quite supportive and protective of allotment gardening, though in a systematic, top-down way. After 1975, allotments were significantly empowered, and their development was systematically organized. The period of transition and breakup after 1989 brought about an overall decline of allotments and gardeners’ unions. This decline was the outcome of a complex set of spatial, economic, and social factors.

Reviewing the historical development and transformation of allotment gardening, one might state that it has become an important aspect of cultural heritage that deserves greater recognition. In specific cases, when older allotment sites are of outstanding urban design and architectural quality, their declaration as national cultural monuments should be considered. It would be a significant cultural loss if this long-term social practice was lost due to unscrupulous urban development. The current period after 2000 can be characterized by shrinking allotments on the one hand, and a rising public engagement on the other hand. In the last decade, new alternative forms of urban gardening have emerged to complement allotment gardening. Currently, allotments face many spatial, social, functional, structural, and demographic transformations. Their future in the Czech Republic and Slovakia seems to depend on public awareness, environmental education, structural changes, and innovations. Municipalities and state institutions have strong instruments for supporting urban gardening in Czech and Slovak towns and cities. The draft bill of the Czech gardening law (PCR-CD 2015) suggests that allotment owners (state, municipal, or private) may offer a long-term rent of abandoned land to gardeners, under specific conditions. The current position of allotments in local and regional master plans needs to be strengthened so that allotments do not represent simply residual land for further development, but acquire full recognition as vital green infrastructure. Municipalities have to recognize that allotment gardening is a valuable recreational resource for urban inhabitants, which can supplement sports centers, playgrounds, and parks and should therefore be a central concern of local governments (Pawlikowska-Piechotka 2012; Kozlík 2016).

It is also important to think of local food system resilience: “Imagine, where food would be produced, if all urban green spaces were built up? What would we do, if all achievements and privileges of the modern time collapsed?” (Kozlík 2016). It is therefore important to keep open green spaces as reserves for gardening in the event of diverse (and
negative) externalities, such as an economic crisis or food shortage, in order to ensure local food security, resilience, and ability to respond to impacts like climate change, local disasters, and other situations causing system failures (Tóth et al. 2016).

Finally, national gardeners’ unions will have to deal with a challenging transition from single-purpose to multifunctional use of allotments (Ambrožová et al. 2011). Furthermore, Czech and Slovak allotments will have to respond to diverse challenges, such as changes in the political and social system, demographical development, biodiversity loss, and climate change in the context of novel urban environments (Neumann 2013).
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Note

1. The research was conducted in the Czech Republic (area 78,866 square kilometers, population 10.5 million) and Slovakia (area 49,036 square kilometers, population 5.4 million), reaching back to the time of Czechoslovakia (area 140,446 square kilometers after 1918, 127,900 square kilometers after 1945; population 14.7 million in 1930, 15.6 million in 1991), with the largest cities being Prague, Brno, Ostrava, and Plzeň (CZ) and Bratislava, Košice, Prešov, Žilina, and Nitra (SK).
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